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Abstract—This study analyzes a postgraduate program, which has moved from face-to-face to b-learning and e-learning model, which has proved challenging for both students and lecturers in terms of adapting to the new environment.

Our aim is to analyze these processes, initially through a medium-term study on students’ perceived satisfaction within the use of a Virtual Learning Environment and a social network.

We conducted semi-structured interviews to students to verify their perceived satisfaction on the program content and structure, as well as on its teaching methodology. We aimed to assess how useful students considered the new tools, articulating first and second stages of Kirkpatrick’s Evaluation Model (Kirkpatrick, 1998).

Taking the results coming from our reading of learning processes, we have then moved on to a second stage, focusing on evaluation of learning, i.e. through analysis of the grades obtained by the students. Hands-on and practical work are determinant for the assessment of learning, in such a way that the objectives held by each subject are fulfilled. The evaluations showed positive results, showing no differences between the students on an e-learning format and those on the b-learning method.

Index Terms—Computer supported collaborative learning, blended-learning, e-learning, perceived satisfaction, learning evaluation model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we intend to analyze students’ perceived satisfaction, together with the evaluation procedure in face of the results obtained in the context of a Post-Graduate Program in Translation Studies, offered by Universidade Autónoma de Lisboa, in a b-learning format. Our key concept – “perceived satisfaction” – is to be looked at both globally and taking into account the specificities inherent to the various electronic tools at stake.

The need to master technology today is unquestionable, as it is mirrored in the expectations of every social, academic and professional agent. It is significant to stress that, particularly in the case of translators, the need to master Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is joined by the necessity to possess other skills, such as what Miliszewska [1] has called “self-reliance”. This includes an “awareness of the changing world of work, taking responsibility for their own career and with learning throughout all stages of life” [1]. To evaluate a learning model in such a way, one must also assess how technologically innovative are the training and the skills, given today’s growing competitive and technologically sophisticated global marketplace [2]. As a consequence of that, Galloway concludes that “The value of technological innovation as a factor in a company’s growth has changed the way the ownership of intellectual property is regarded, especially in the past decade” [2].

It then becomes clear that the need to master such information technologies is met with the students’ necessary role of producing knowledge.

Our approach is based on Kirkpatrick’s study in 1998, which sustains that it is possible to evaluate training at four different levels: the students’/trainees’ satisfaction; the learning process; the changes and impact on individual behavior; and, finally, the impact on organizations [3]. Taking this author’s positioning as a starting point, we will analyze the first two evaluation stages he proposes: 1), the students’ perceived satisfaction in face of the training offered, which includes the tools used, as well as the pedagogical dynamics employed; 2). And secondly, we will understand a possible connection between the learning process and the final assessment results obtained. The concept of “perceived satisfaction”, therefore, remains as a fundamental key factor in our proposed analysis.

We will bear in mind the variation inherent to the level of satisfaction concerning e-learning systems, as Kiam-Sam, Kwok-Wing and Derek have concluded [4]. These researchers have advocated the need to improve the online learning system, by restructuring and organizing it more, so as to avoid students’ demotivation and to boost the learning process instead.

Our study is based on the results of four semi-structured interviews out of the nine students we had interviewed. We have proceeded with an exploratory qualitative analysis of such contents as well as the final assessment results obtained by the students, within a f2f, e-learning and b-learning environment.

We have divided our paper into four sections: introduction, literature review, description of the study and conclusions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. The Graduate Program in Translation Studies

Having started in the academic year of 2003/2004, the Post-Graduate Program in Translation Studies offered by Universidade Autónoma de Lisboa has been constantly...
evolving and changing to meet the students’ needs, both academically and professionally speaking.

In 2013-2014, students were introduced to a new software, WizIQ©, an online learning platform that turned out to be quite beneficial to students. Through WizIQ©, classes can be attended on a video conference format and are then recorded, so that students can view them later on, if and when they need to. The innovative factor brought by WizIQ© is the combination of two distinct learning approaches/realities in one synchronous session. Lecturer and students from the classroom therefore meet the others who are online, possibly in a different city or country.

In addition to WizIQ©, students also access the university’s Moodle platform, posting their work, questions, comments, and being able to communicate with each other and with the teachers.

Individual wikis have been set up as an optional possibility, as students are taught how to create and use them. They may thereby collect significant resources for their future professional lives, structuring useful repositories and possibly taking their first steps in giving form to their professional websites.

The academic year of 2013-2014 has included an additional tool in our program. It has been noticed that participants in previous editions longed for a chance to nurse a group spirit, something that, given the distance separating them and their own personal and professional lives, seemed difficult to achieve. We have then recurred to a social network, creating a Facebook page, through which some information is exchanged and social networking is more easily made viable.

What is it then that makes up for a successful teaching model? It has become clear to our understanding that, as Béres has stated, pedagogical models call for, both good quality materials and solid methodology which is adequate to students’ needs [5]. The question then remains: have we indeed been able to meet the students’ expectations? Are their needs being answered to through such a diversity of learning environments? Has the “team spirit” actually taken place in this area by Education Sciences and Management.

In our study, stages 1 and 2 of Kirkpatrick’s model will be analyzed in different learning contexts, namely f2f, e-learning and b-learning.

C. Learning approaches: Face-to-Face, Blended-Learning and e-Learning

In our globalized society, the digital is used for personal (leisure), educational and/or professional purposes. Therefore, different learning strategies are now required to integrate it into the learning and teaching experience.

The initial attempts to deliver courses in b-learning and in e-learning, though apparently innovative, still represented static ways of learning. These first courses included repositories of resources, concepts and methodologies of the traditional classroom in a virtual environment. In fact, educational institutions, teachers and learners, all experienced difficulties in changing and adapting to the new paradigm [7]. Therefore, and as students’ ways of learning altered, educational institutions felt the need to adjust and embrace today’s digital literacy. As Aijan and Hartshone advocate, 2.0 web tools and the Internet provide a plethora of resources which may help in the teaching/learning process [8]. Moreover, collaboration, exchange of knowledge through interaction and dialog produce knowledge, regardless of the environment, i.e., whether f2f or in a computer-mediated environment [9].

Additionally, understanding different learning styles and strategies and their effectiveness has become even more crucial, since the choice of specific strategies must take into account aspects such as: educational aims, students’ prior knowledge, and learning styles [10]. As Morgan and Morgan indicate, the combination of different teaching methodologies may influence student performance and satisfaction [11]. Before we start discussing blended-learning (b-learning), we must understand its meaning and its social and cultural implications. Nowadays, face-to-face (f2f) learning is described as “traditional,” whereas e-Learning is now viewed as offering new and advantageous means of communicating and exchanging knowledge.
Pollard and Hillage describe e-learning as “the delivery and administration of learning opportunities and support via computer, networked and web-based technology to help individual performance and development.” The fact that f2f and e-Learning both have advantages has led to a combined learning methodology - b-learning [12].

According to the above mentioned scholars, the use of ICT allows for student-centred autonomous learning and for the lecturer becoming a facilitator. This alters completely the role of the lecturer as a leader and, keeper of knowledge and, consequently, the whole teaching and learning process. The use of ICT opens new doors to lecturers, who also benefit from a continued sense of autonomy. Students and lecturers “learn by doing” and acquire an increasing sense of autonomy.

However, e-learning has been faced with reluctance by both teachers and learners derived from individuals’ concerns regarding the use of technology, the fact that they cannot connect with others for continuous backup; that they are remotely monitored and feel bored by excessive information.

The b-learning approach has been seen as an answer to some of these drawbacks, because lecturers and learners can conciliate the advantages of computer-mediated education and of face-to-face interaction. B-learning, as many studies indicate, is a more productive approach than traditional and e-learning alone [13], as it promotes effectiveness, enhances the quality of teacher-learner interaction, and allows students and teachers to provide/receive feedback in time [14], [15].

III. THE STUDY

A. Methodology

Ours is an ongoing qualitative study based on exploratory data analysis: we have analyzed a set of interviews conducted to students so as to assess their perceived satisfaction and the effect of ICT tools on their learning.

Analysis was made of four semi-structured interviews as well as of the grades obtained by students attending the program.

In terms of the interviews and the script, we adapted model by Kiam-Sam, Kwok-Wing and Derek [4], which focused on perceived satisfaction regarding Tools; Prior experience; Effect on learning of ICT tools. Analysis of the interviews was carried out using content analysis software: ALCESTE (Analyse Lexicale par Context d’un Ensemble de Segments de Texte).

This software carries out its analysis based on calculations of word co-occurrence in text segments, and distinguishes word classes that identify discourse specificities [16].

In terms of the grades, as per Kirkpatrick’s second stage, we analyzed the final grades obtained by students in the first and second semester course units, divided by the regime they attended the program.

B. Findings and Discussion

The analysis carried out in ALCESTE allowed us to divide the corpus into three rather classes:

Class 1 — which we designated e-Learning and Communication - focuses on the dynamics of learning using the e-learning platform and students’ interaction with the lecturers;

Class 2 — which we designated Face-to-face sessions and Communication - focuses on face-to-face teaching and learning and on communication;

Class 3 — which we designated Learning Rhythms and Tools and whose categories are more diffuse - focuses on the e-learning tools and on learning rhythms.

As mentioned earlier, ALCESTE calculates co-occurrence of segments and shows which have more statistical significance.

As such, in Class 1, there are eight units with significance: Moodle with an explaining ability of 0.51 of the corpus, dúvida (doubt) (0.49), lecturer (professor) (0.41). WizIQ© (0.24), exemplo (example) (0.24) e-learning (0.26), faculdade (faculty) (0.24); in Class 2, there are three units with significance: momento (moment) (0.43), comunicação (communication) (0.41) and presencial (face-to-face) (0.34); and in Class 3, five units have significance: semana (week) (0.45), importante (important) (0.41), curso (program) (0.36), contacto (contact) (0.23), informação (information) (0.22).

Communication is, therefore, present in all three classes, though the data in Class 3 is more diffuse. In Class 1, communication using Moodle is referred to, together with answers (responder) by the lecturer (professor); in Class 2, f2f communication (presencial) is mentioned in relation to time (momento); in Class 3, time is also present (semana) though associated with learning rhythm and tools and their importance for “personal” interaction.

In conclusion, different tools are used for different objectives; Moodle is linked to learning materials and to learning; for personal and professional interaction, Facebook is the preferred tool; and WizIQ represents the possibility to replace or complement f2f sessions, regarded as the most important.

In regards to the analysis of student grades, our conclusion is that there is no significant difference in terms of the range of grades (14-18 out of 20) awarded to students who attended the Post-Graduate Program in Translation either f2f, in b-learning or e-learning regimes.

IV. CONCLUSION

Results show that there is no consensus in regards to that perceived satisfaction on b-learning and e-learning systems. Nevertheless, the general conclusions regarding the first stage of evaluation, according to Kirkpatrick [3], are that:

1) Students prefer face-to-face learning, as it allows for immediate interaction with lecturers and classmates;
2) Technical problems may hinder communication and online interaction.
3) E-Learning is considered a valid alternative;
4) Students consider that e-learning poses some advantages, that the process is well organized and that it meets their expectations.

As far as Kirkpatrick’s second stage of evaluation is concerned (evaluating learning outcomes and students’ grades) [3], we realize that the grades obtained in the different course units are rather high (between 14 and 18 out of 20),
there being no significant difference depending on the regime they attended the program (72f, b-learning or e-learning). Finally, students considered relevant that classes were recorded and available for viewing at their convenience.

We agree with Kiam-Sam, Kwok-Wing and Derek [4], whose study, like ours, evidenced that student satisfaction towards e-learning was not homogeneous, that face-to-face learning is still the preferred regime and that perceived satisfaction is highly dependent on students’ opinion regarding program organization and structuring. Moreover, we support Souza and Reinert’s position in regards to some regarding program organization and structuring. Moreover, we support Souza and Reinert’s position in regards to some

Among those positive elements referred to by the above mentioned scholars are the lecturers, their knowledge, lecture planning, teaching methodology and means of interaction, as well as teaching perception
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